
So, My Hi-Rise Would Like a Webpage… 

 

My hi-rise would like a webpage. What do I need to do to get one? 

The first thing you need to do is discuss this possibility at a Resident Council meeting. Your 

Council needs to vote on having a site and have that vote in your meeting minutes. 

Once you have voted to have a site you can then contact the Presidents Council. You need to let 

us know that you would like a site and the kind of information you would like on it. This content 

can include things like meeting minutes, photos, activity updates, resident writing and artwork. 

Once that is agreed on and your site is ready, someone from your hi-rise will need to send 

content to the Presidents Council to be posted on your site. Content should be in a form that is 

ready to post. This means minutes should be in PDF or Word document form and other written 

content should be typed in digital format so it can be copied and pasted into the site. Photos 

should be in digital format. 

How will residents find our page? 

It shouldn’t be difficult for residents to find your hi-rise’s site and the sites of other hi-rises who 

choose to have one. There is a link on the main page of the Presidents Council website to the 

main hi-rise site section.   

 

 

 

 

 

Clicking the link will take you to this page: 

 



As you can see, there is only a link for Seal because no other hi-rise has a site yet. The other hi-

rises have placeholder pages made up that can be customized and have information added. 

These pages just aren’t linked yet. 

Here is the page for Ravoux. 

 

Full sites can have multiple pages. Right now Seal has six pages. 

Here is the Seal ‘homepage’. 

 

Clicking on any of the links in the navigation bar will take you to the other pages. This bar can 

be customized somewhat for your hi-rise. 

 

Here is what the Newsletter page looks like. 

 



There is also a page for minutes, one for computer related things, one for TV rules, and a photo 

gallery. 

 The photo gallery here is still being 

worked on but this will give you an idea what it could look like. (Note that this photo gallery is a 

plug-in for our website and photos are not being hosted by a third party.) 

You aren’t required to have more pages than just the homepage and you can request other 

things specific to your hi-rise if needed. 


